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CEEZEE $SAFU Introduction
$SAFU is a BEP-20 protocol utility token that started after witnessing too many projects being rugged on
the Binance Smart Chain (BSC). To tackle the rising fraudulent scams, as well as give past rugged coins
a second life, $SAFU was born. Although the $SAFU token has a comedic edge of a meme token, the
forefront design seeks a dual mission: 1) Adhere to the rising popularity with meme tokens, and 2) Find a
way to combat them. As a utility token, $SAFU engages in its diverse ecosystem in a beautifully
orchestrated way to not only sustain, but also to fund, stake, yield, bet, tip, and invest with.

The SAFU Ecosystem
1. Rugged Charity Swap (RCS)
The RCS is a place for community voted projects to receive a donation from the SAFU ecosystem by
trading in past rugged tokens. There will be a whitelisting process that will ensure user transparency and
good faith (i.e., Not a bot/ not trying to abuse the donation pool). Further, there will be a set amount of
allocated funds, with a fixed donation rate regardless of the rugged token amount. We hope that our
RCS will grow in a way to raise awareness for all future projects and their investors on BSC.

-Coming Soon2. SAFU Launchpad
The SAFU ecosystem, much like our name, wants to ensure a ‘safu’ environment for you to invest in
future prospective products. The SAFU launchpad will protect users with a thorough screening and an
insurance protocol to ensure quality listings for any IDO/ILO.
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3. SAFU Zone
Those who have been in the meme coin market will know how powerful good memes and content can
be. The SAFU ecosystem celebrates each content creator for their creativity and ingenuity. But, why
stop there? Why not get rewarded for your time and efforts?

4. NFT market
Our unique NFT market will present 5 tokens for our prospective investors. Users will have the
opportunity to purchase these NFTs using $SAFU tokens. Further, a new NFT can be created through
the platform as well. Due to the nature of our smart contract, the NFTs will also be entitled to the reward
distribution which owners can claim on the SAFU NFT reward vault.

5. Staking
The SAFU ecosystem will present three staking contracts initially: $BNB, $CAKE, and $VENUS (More to
come). Users who are staking tokens or providing LP will be eligible to claim their rewards through the
SAFU Staking Platform.

6. $SAFU Bets
On our website betting portal, you can test your prediction skills and use $SAFU tokens to make
predictions on certain pairs. If you are correct, you will split the pool among the other winners.

$SAFU Tokenomics
The seed sale price will be calculated at 1 $SAFU = 0.00000001 BNB. The public-sale price will be
calculated at 1 $SAFU = 0.000000015 BNB. For both seed and public sales, all unsold tokens will be
burned. As well, tax implementation will only start once $SAFU is listed on an Automated Market Maker
(AMM). Launch price will be calculated at 1$SAFU = 0.0000000175 BNB.
●

Seed Sale*: 10% 100,000,000,000

●

Public Sale: 30% 300,000,000,000

●

Liquidity: 20% 200,000,000,000

●

Team and Development**: 25% 250,000,000,000

●

Marketing and Partnerships: 8% 80,000,000,000

●

CZ fund***: 7% 70,000,000,000

●

Starting Total Supply = 1,000,000,000,000

*Seed investors have a 5~10 months vesting period according to the investment amount
**This is time-vested over 25 months (4% each month)
**@CZ This is for you, if you are interested, claim it. Until then, we will treat it like it’s burned.

$SAFU is an experimental deflationary token that uses a geometrical mathematical equation to calculate
its supply depreciation (i.e., there is a steady decrease in the total supply over time). Each transaction
will execute a 5% Tx fee which is broken down in the following manner: 2% burn and 3% reward vault.
$SAFU, in a way, can be seen as the ‘blood’ that runs the whole ecosystem with a constant depreciating
supply; Thus, raising demand over time and rewarding active users.
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1. Burn
The burn rate will be calculated depending on the total supply using a geometrical equation. Simply put,
once the total supply of 1,000,000,000,000 reaches half (500,000,000,000), the burn rate will be halved
from 2% to 1%. The following conditions will continue to happen with each halving of the remaining total
supply.

2. Reward
The 3% reward tax will be sent to the SAFU Ecosystem Reward Vault, and when the various reward
programs are ready, will be available for users to claim. Those who qualify for a reward claim can reap
their rewards. In a much simpler explanation, just holding does not qualify you for a reward claim, only to
those who partake in the $SAFU ecosystem are eligible (NFT, Staking, SAFU Zone, etc.).

Governance
Although not a complete community driven token, the $SAFU token enables and encourages community
governance (e.g., The community has influence in listing rugged projects on our RCS). As we are
constantly developing a vibrant ecosystem, keep a look out for future opportunities to make a
difference. Also, @CZ from Binance, if you are impressed with our comedic but serious approach to
ensure quality and protection on the BSC give us a shout out ;) we will gladly give you the keys to the CZ
fund (7% of the total supply).

Disclaimer: We are not affiliated with CZ from Binance-Just a huge fan
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